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Abstract 

 
Background: The dividend ex-day effect is the tendency of the stock price drop on the ex-day to be less than the 

dividend per share. This inclination is contrary to established theory of rational investor behaviour and is, thus, 

considered an anomaly in capital markets. The phenomenon was first observed more than half a century ago and 

has puzzled researchers ever since, resulting a myriad of theories trying to explain its cause. Nevertheless, the 

dividend ex-day effect still stands without a conclusive explanation. In Sweden, few studies have been conducted 

and none succeeds in explaining the phenomenon. In a recent addition to the many explanatory theories, Efthymiou 

and Leledakis (2014) propose the disposition effect as the driving factor behind the dividend ex-day effect. 

Compelling evidence for this notion is provided in an empirical study of the US market, warranting the 

consideration of a similar investigation in the Swedish market.  

 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the 

disposition effect in the Swedish stock market. 

Method: This study is conducted using a deductive approach and a quantitative research strategy. Secondary data 

of OMXS stocks during the 2013-2017 period is gathered from Thomson Reuters Datastream. To fulfil the 

purpose, one sample t-tests and regression analyses are performed. 

Conclusion: Statistically significant results confirm that there is a pervasive dividend ex-day effect on the 

OMXS market. From here, it is found that there is a substantial difference in the price drop between stocks based 

on their performance: winning stocks display a higher price drop on the ex-day compared to losing stocks. 

Regression analyses indicate a positive relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition 

effect. Some evidence, although not statistically significant, suggest that for a specific stock, the price drop will 

be greater in times when the stock has had positive returns compared to when it has had negative returns. A 

remarkable finding in this study is that all tests indicate that the positive relationship between the dividend ex-

day effect and the disposition effect appears to be fading out as the holding period of stocks gets longer.  
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Definitions

Term Definition

AHPR

CGOH

Cum-day

Ex-day

PDR

"Capital gain overhang". The metohd Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) used to 

measure stock performance

"Assumed holding period return". The method used to measure the stock 

performance.

The last day on which new stockholders will be eligible to receive the next 

dividend payment

The day where the entitlement to receive the upcomming dividend shifts from 

the buyer to the seller

"The price drop ratio". The stock price drop on the ex-day divided by the 

dividend amount
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 Introduction 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the dividend ex-day effect as a concept and provide a background 

of how it has been discussed throughout the years. Furthermore, the problem, purpose and delimitations 

are covered. 

 

 Background 

Market efficiency and its actuality is one of the most controversial and heavily debated topics within the 

field of finance. In the “efficient market hypothesis”, Fama (1970) argues that asset prices fully reflect all 

available information and, thus, assets always trade at their true value. However, empirical studies from 

various branches of the capital market frequently report anomalies that are in direct conflict with this notion. 

One of these anomalies is the irrational behaviour of stock prices on the ex-dividend day, which still stands 

without a conclusive explanation after more than half a century since it was first observed. 

 

The theoretical foundation of the anomaly starts with the two main ways for an investor to profit from an 

investment in stocks; by an increase in the stock price or from dividends. Since a dividend is the returning 

of capital to shareholders, it reduces the value of the company and affects the stock price negatively. In 

theory, the stock price decline should be proportionate to the size of the dividend per share and, assuming 

perfect capital markets, shareholders should be indifferent between the two ways of making profit (Miller 

& Modigliani, 1961). However, starting with Campbell and Beranek (1955), numerous empirical studies 

have shown that the stock price consistently drops by an amount less than that of the dividend per share or, 

as commonly expressed by researchers, the ratio between the price drop and the dividend is less than one. 

The day on which the price drop should occur is called the “ex-dividend day” and, consequently, this 

occurrence has repeatedly been referred to as the “dividend ex-day effect”.  

 

The phenomenon has puzzled researchers ever since it was first observed, resulting in a myriad of theories 

attempting to explain its cause. One of the earliest and most well-recognized explanations was presented in 

the “tax clientele hypothesis” by Elton and Gruber (1970). They concluded that the dividend ex-day effect 

can be explained by the difference in tax rates for dividends and capital gains. For example, if the tax rate 

for capital gains is lower than that for dividends, it would incline investors to seek profits through stock 

price increases rather than from dividends which, in turn, would lead to a less-than-one ratio between the 

stock price drop and the dividend amount. 

 

Nevertheless, Elton and Gruber (1970) do not stand undisputed. In the “short-term arbitrage and transaction 

cost hypothesis” (SATC) Kalay (1982) claims that short-term investors, assuming no transaction costs, will 

continue to trade until the stock price has declined an amount equal to the dividend. When there are 

transaction costs, however, the investors will only trade until the transaction costs eliminates the short-term 

profit opportunities. Thus, the dividend ex-day effect is caused by transaction costs.  
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The “tick-size hypothesis”, introduced by Bali and Hite (1998), argues that the anomaly around the ex-day 

can be derived from the fact that stock prices are constrained to discrete ticks while dividends are 

continuous. It is found that the expected price drop is less than the dividend but within one tick of the 

dividend. By performing the tests on both taxable and nontaxable stock dividends, Bali and Hite (1998) 

oppose the theory proposed by Elton and Gruber (1970). 

 

Adding to the discussion, Frank and Jagannathan (1998) point out the cost of collecting and reinvesting 

dividends as the cause of the ex-day abnormal returns. In the “bid-ask bound hypothesis” they argue that 

these costs incline long-term investors to sell (buy) dividend paying stocks before (after) the ex-day. This 

trading behaviour will be recognized by market makers who will buy the stock at the bid price before the 

ex-day and then sell it at the ask price after the ex-day. It is concluded that this will yield a difference 

between the price drop and dividend equal to the bid-ask bounce.  

 

The tick-size hypothesis and the bid-ask bounce hypothesis constitute a branch of hypotheses called 

microstructure hypotheses. They both implicitly challenge the tax clientele hypothesis in that they provide 

explanations for the dividend ex-day effect which are not dependent on taxes. On the other hand, the 

microstructure hypotheses themselves are not without criticism. Graham, Michaely and Roberts (2003) and 

Jakob and Ma (2004) examined the effect of changes in price quotation and found no support for the 

microstructure hypotheses. Evidently, none of the theories have proven consistent over time and the general 

lack of consensus as to the cause of the phenomenon has remained. 

 

One of the most recent additions to the mounting body of theories was presented by Efthymiou and 

Leledakis in 2014, this time incorporating the fields of cognitive psychology and behavioural finance to the 

puzzle. They tested if the “disposition effect” could be the cause of the dividend ex-day effect on NYSE 

and AMEX. The disposition effect is a concept first minted by Shefrin and Statman (1985) which refers to 

the tendency to sell winning stocks too early and ride losing stocks too long. The research by Efthymiou 

and Leledakis (2014) showed that stocks with accrued profits had a ratio closer to one compared to stocks 

with accrued losses. The empirical results are ascribed to the disposition effect and it is concluded that the 

active selling by holders of winning stocks will most likely create a downward pressure on the price on the 

ex-dividend day. Furthermore, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) rule out the possibility that the results are 

driven by other factors such as tax-induced clienteles, short-term arbitrageurs or microstructural effects, 

leaving the disposition effect as the only explanatory hypothesis.  

 

All of the previously mentioned studies have been conducted in the US, with the exception for Frank and 

Jagannathan (1998) who studied the Hong-Kong market. Shifting the focus to Sweden, the research is not 

as extensive. The only explanatory hypothesis that has been tested is the tax clientele hypothesis. Three 

separate studies, De Ridder and Sörensson (1995), Daunfeldt (2002) and Daunfeldt, Selander and Wikström 

(2009), have examined the dividend ex-day effect in Sweden during the 1980’s and 1990’s. This time 

interval is particularly interesting since it covers a period in which extensive tax reforms were enacted in 
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Sweden, changing the tax rates from 54% for dividends and 21,6% for capital gains to them being parallel 

at 30%. Hence, if the dividend ex-day effect could be explained by tax differences, some significant changes 

in the ex-dividend price ratio should be evident as a result of the tax reforms. However, none of the studies 

could find any support for this and the hypothesis was rejected. 

 Problem 

This study recognizes a problem in that the dividend ex-day effect can be observed in Sweden but a 

satisfying explanation for its cause is yet to be provided. In this context, the research by Efthymiou and 

Leledakis (2014) provides an opportunity to approach the issue form an original angle. Whereas earlier 

explanations have been based on rational behaviour assumptions, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) address 

the anomaly with psychology-based theories from the field of behavioural finance. Compelling evidence 

are provided for the disposition effect being a key variable in the explanation for the dividend ex-day effect 

in the US market, warranting the consideration of a similar investigation in the Swedish market. This will 

add to the literature of the dividend ex-day effect in general and the degree to which it can be derived from 

the disposition effect in particular. Furthermore, it will contribute to the limited amount of research of the 

dividend ex-day effect in Sweden. In a broader sense, exploring the causes of stock price anomalies is a 

piece in the puzzle to understanding why capital markets are less than perfectly efficient.  

 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the 

disposition effect in the Swedish stock market.  

 

To address the purpose, three hypotheses are developed: 

I. Winning stocks will display higher PDRs compared to losing stocks. 

II. The higher the unrealized gain (loss) accrued on the stock the larger (smaller) the ex-dividend day 

PDR. 

III. For the same stock, the PDR will be significantly lower at times when it has accumulated 

unrealized losses than at times when it has accumulated unrealized gains. 

After the necessary theories and terminology have been introduced in chapter 2, the way in which each 

hypothesis contributes to the purpose is further elucidated in chapter 3. 

 Delimitations 

This study will draw significant amounts of inspiration from Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). It should be 

stated, however, that no aspirations of being a strict replication study are made. The main divergence is 

found in that an original measurement for distinguishing winning from losing stocks is created instead of 

adopting the measurement used by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). This adjustment is made in order to 

make the research feasible to conduct and to make it more in line with the time frame of this thesis.  
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 Literature Review  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter, previous literature and theories connected to dividend ex-day effect and the disposition 

effect will be presented. In addition, the Swedish tax environment will be reflected upon.   

 The dividend ex-day effect 

The dividend ex-day effect is, in essence, the tendency of the stock price drop on the ex-day to be 

disproportionate to the dividend per share. It largely centers around the individual investor’s decision to 

sell a stock before or after it has paid dividend, making the days and terminology involved in the dividend 

payout process fundamental for this study. An illustration of the dividend payout process in Sweden is 

provided in figure 1.  

 

Initially, a firm’s board of directors suggest a dividend distribution on the announcement date. The proposed 

dividend is then rejected or accepted at the annual general meeting. On the record date, three trading days 

after the annual general meeting, the firm confirms which stockholders are eligible to receive the dividend. 

Lastly, the dividend is disbursed to the shareholders on the payment date, which usually occurs three trading 

days after the record date.  

 

An investor’s right to collect an upcoming dividend depends, among other things, on when the stock is 

traded. The ex-day, usually the day after the annual general meeting, marks the date where this entitlement 

shifts from the buyer to the seller. If the stock is traded before this date, the buyer will receive the dividend; 

if on or after the date, the dividend belongs to the seller. The cum-day is simply the day before the ex-day—

the last day the stock is traded with the right to receive the upcoming dividend.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miller and Modigliani (1961) state that a company's dividend policy should be irrelevant in a perfect capital 

market with no taxes or transaction costs. In this setting, investors should be indifferent between income 

through dividends or capital gains, and, consequently, the market price of the share ought to fall with the 

same value as that of the dividend. This is because the dividend payment can be seen as a redistribution of 

capital where shareholders receive the dividend and the company's total market value decreases as a result 

Annual general meeting/ 

cum-day 

t = -1 t = 0 t = 2 t = 5  

Ex-day Record date Payment date 

Figure 1 
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of the capital outflow. However, starting with Campbell and Beranek (1955), empirical studies have been 

consistent in showing that the stock price drop is less than the amount paid in dividend. In the literature 

around the dividend ex-day effect, the effect is often quantified by calculating the ratio between the stock 

price drop and the dividend. In this study, the ratio will henceforth be referred to as the “price drop ratio” 

(PDR) and a formal definition and description is presented in section 2.4. In short, the PDR is a tool used 

to measure the dividend ex-day effect; the lower the PDR, the greater the dividend ex-day effect. If there is 

not dividend ex-day effect, the price drop equals the dividend amount, making the PDR=1. Table 1 

summarizes a selection of earlier empirical studies of the dividend ex-day effect and their mean PDRs.  

  

 

 The tax clientele hypothesis 

In a pioneering paper, Elton and Gruber (1970) state that the ex-dividend price behaviour of a firm’s stock 

is related to the tax rates of its marginal stockholders. It is argued that if dividends and capital gains are 

taxed at an equal rate, the investors are indeed indifferent between the two and the stock price would drop 

by an amount equal to that of the dividend. If the taxes differ, however, it alters the preferences for income 

through dividends versus income through capital gains; the alternative yielding the highest after tax return 

will be favoured. Elton and Gruber (1970) derive an expression between the ex-dividend behaviour of stock 

prices and the marginal tax rates of marginal stockholders with the following equation: 

 

𝑃𝐵 − 𝑡𝑐 (𝑃𝐵 −  𝑃𝐶) =  𝑃𝐴 − 𝑡𝑐 (𝑃𝐴 −  𝑃𝐶) + 𝐷 (1 −  𝑡𝑜)    (1) 

 

Where,  

PB is the price on the cum-day 

Table 1

Empirical studies of the dividend ex-day effect

Authors Country Data Period Hypothesis PDR

Campbell & Beranek (1955) USA NYSE 1949-1950, 1953 - 0,9

Elton & Gruber (1970) USA NYSE 1966-1967 Tax Clientele 0,787

Kalay (1982) USA CRSP 1966-1967 SATC 0,734-0,881

Claesson (1987) Sweden OMXS 1978-1985 - 0,984

Boyd & Jagannathan (1994) USA CRSP 1962-1987 SATC 0,707

Lasfer (1995) UK  LSE 1985-1994 Tax Clientele 0,487-0,738

De Ridder & Sörensson (1995) Sweden OMXS 1980-1993 Tax Clientele 0,52

Bali & Hite (1998) USA CRSP 1962-1994 Tick size 0,765-0,862

Frank & Jagannathan (1998) China HKEX 1980-1993 Bid-ask bounce 0,43

Daunfeldt (2002) Sweden OMXS 1988-1995 Tax Clientele 0,48

Daunfeldt et al. (2009) Sweden OMXS 1991-1995 Tax Clientele 0,535

Efthymiou & Leledakis (2014) USA NYSE/ AMEX 2001-2008 Disposition Effect 0,741

Muñoz & Rodriguez (2017) Chile SSX 1999-2001 Tax Clientele 0,47

Notes: Compilation of earlier studies presenting authors, country, market from which the data was 

collected, period investigated, hypothesis used to explain the dividend ex-day effect, and the PDR.  

“-“ indicates that no explanatory hypothesis was tested.  
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PA is the price of the stock on the ex-dividend day  

PC is the price at which the stock was purchased 

to is the tax rate on ordinary income 

tc is the capital gains tax rate 

D is the amount of the dividend 

 

The left hand side of the equation represents the alternative to sell a stock before it goes ex-dividend where 

an investor’s wealth would be equal to the price he receives for the stock (PB) minus the tax he must pay 

on any capital gain (𝑡𝑐  (𝑃𝐵 −  𝑃𝐶)).  The right hand side represents the option to sell on the ex-day where 

the wealth would equal the dividend minus taxes (𝐷 (1 −  𝑡𝑜)), plus the after tax return of the share (𝑃𝐴 −

 𝑡𝑐  (𝑃𝐴 − 𝑃𝐶)). It follows that for the investor to be indifferent as to selling before or after the ex-day, the 

wealth received from the two alternatives must be equal.  

 

Elton and Gruber (1970) rearrange (1) to get: 

 

𝑃𝐵 − 𝑡𝐶(𝑃𝐵 −  𝑃𝐶) = 𝑃𝐴 − 𝑡𝐶(𝑃𝐴 − 𝑃𝐶) + 𝐷(1 − 𝑡𝑜)  

𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴 = 𝑡𝐶(𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐶 − 𝑃𝐴 + 𝑃𝐶) + 𝐷(1 − 𝑡𝑜) 

𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴 = 𝑡𝐶(𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴) + 𝐷(1 − 𝑡𝑜) 

(𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴)(1 − 𝑡𝐶) = 𝐷(1 − 𝑡𝑜) 

 

𝑃𝐵 − 𝑃𝐴

𝐷
=

1 − 𝑡𝑜

1 − 𝑡𝐶

 

 

Elton and Gruber (1970) argue that the statistic 
𝑃𝐵− 𝑃𝐴

𝐷 
  represents the behaviour that would cause an investor 

with a particular set of tax rates to and tc to be indifferent as to the timing of the trade. This statistic is 

repeatedly brought up in research on the dividend ex-day effect and it is also the basis for the PDR 

measurement which is used in this study. Furthermore, the right hand side of the equation comes with some 

significant implications as well. Consider a case with leveled tax rates (t0 = tc). This would make the right 

hand side equal to 1 and, for the equation to hold, the left hand side (the PDR) would need to equal 1 as 

well. Thus, if tax rates are equal, the PDR will equal 1 and there will be no dividend ex-day effect. The tax 

clientele hypothesis is supported by empirical studies such as Lasfer (1995) and Muñoz and Rodriguez 

(2017). 

 The disposition effect 

The concept of a “disposition effect” in trading behaviour was first mentioned by Shefrin and Statman 

(1985) and refers to the disposition to sell stocks with accrued gains and keep stocks with accrued losses. 

Connecting to the dividend ex-day effect, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) argue that this behaviour is the 

cause of the less-than-one PDR; the reluctance (eagerness) to sell losing (winning) stocks will affect the 

pressure on the price drop on the ex-day. Shefrin and Statman (1985) unite the concepts of “prospect theory” 

(2)  
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(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) and “mental accounting” (Thaler, 1985) which are central for understanding 

the disposition effect. 

 

In prospect theory, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) try to capture individuals’ attitudes towards risky 

gambles. The authors criticize the descriptive abilities of precursory models of gambles, which assume that 

agents are behaving rational and make decisions based on final outcome in accordance with the classical 

expected utility framework. Contrary, prospect theory states that agents value prospects based on their 

estimated value of gains or losses in relation to a reference point. Also, the preferences for gains and losses 

are skewed; losses hurt more than gains feels good. This concept is commonly referred to as loss aversion. 

The theory is strictly descriptive in that it only aspires to capture the choices that people are disposed to 

make rather than what would have been the optimal choice. Three important findings from the study, which 

have a bearing on the disposition effect, can be summarized as: 

 

1. Agents value gains and losses relative to a reference point  

2. Agents are risk averse over gains and risk-seeking over losses 

3. The framing of a prospect impacts agents decisions 

 

To see how this translates into the tendency to sell winners and keep losers, Shefrin and Statman (1985) 

use an example where an investor has purchased a stock for $50 (the reference point) some time ago which 

now is selling for $40. The investor now faces the decision to: 

 

A) Sell the stock and realize a loss of $10. 

B) Keep the stock, given 50-50 odds of either losing an additional $10 or breaking even. 

 

The research by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) shows that agents are inclined to choose B over A; the 

investor is risk-seeking over losses and rides his losing stock. Also, the preference for B will remain even 

if the odds of breaking even are slightly less than 50-50. The findings indicate that losses are experienced 

as painful and are thus avoided to a degree which is not rational. Flipping the scenario, an analogous 

argument is made to show how investors instead would prefer to realize a $10 gain rather than taking a 50-

50 gamble on either doubling or losing it. This shows how the framing of the prospect impacts investors’ 

decisions; being risk averse or risk-seeking is in this case dependent on whether the prospect is framed as 

a loss or as a gain, even if the final wealth positions are identical.  

 

In relation to the framing of a gamble, it is also relevant to consider the way an agent sets up a problem for 

himself. To illustrate, consider an agent winning $100 on a first bet and then losing $20 on a second. Should 

the agent consider the second bet as a loss of $20 or a reduction of the initial gain of $100? In a concept 

called mental accounting, Thaler (1985) provides a framework for how agents think about such problems. 

Essential to the disposition effect, is a feature of mental accounting called narrow framing. This is the idea 

that agents segregate gambles into different accounts; an investor who invests in two stocks will treat these 

as two separate accounts rather than one “portfolio account”.  
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In the disposition effect, Shefrin and Statman (1985) combine the inferences from prospect theory and 

mental accounting to conclude that 1) investors will catalogue stocks into separate accounts, 2) each account 

will have an individual reference price based on the stock’s buying price, and 3) in each account investors 

will be risk-seeking over losses and risk-averse over gains. As to the reason why agents exhibit these 

behaviours, Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Thaler (1985) and Shefrin and Statman (1985) all discuss the 

notion that the realization of a loss can be seen as proof of the individual agent’s incorrect judgement and 

that accepting this is painful. Additionally, the pain in having to regret a mistake may be aggravated by 

having to admit it to others, such as a friend or spouse. Contrary, the realization of a gain will induce a 

sense of pride, making the investor eager to seize it. Thus, agents demonstrate avoidance for regret, which 

will be postponed, and a quest for gains, which will be realized too quickly. 

 

Numerous studies have provided a strong body of empirical support for the disposition effect since its 

introduction and it is far from confined to the stock market. In the US housing market, Odean (1998) and 

Genesove and Mayer (2001) found a strong preference for selling houses that had gained value compared 

to houses that had lost value, using the initial buying price as reference point. Moreover, in the US treasury 

bond market, traders who experience morning losses are relatively more risk-seeking in the afternoon 

compared to those who experience morning gains (Coval & Shumway, 2005). The research also extends 

beyond US boarders. Covering different markets, the disposition effect have been observed in countries 

such as Finland (Grinblatt & Keloharju, 2001), Israel (Dhar & Zhu, 2006), China (Shumway & Wu, 2006) 

and Sweden (Calvet, Campbell & Sodini, 2009). 

 The price impact of the disposition effect on the ex-day 

In an original study, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) incorporate the doctrines of cognitive psychology 

and behavioural finance to the dividend ex-day effect by investigating the disposition effect’s impact on 

the ex-dividend day price behaviour. Although substantial empirical evidence have been presented for both 

effects separately, this is the first study connecting the two. The authors predict that if a stock has performed 

well in the time leading up to the ex-day, its holders will be eager to sell it, which will put downward 

pressure on the price and, consequently, result in a higher PDR. Analysing data of common stocks listed in 

NYSE and AMEX during the 2001-2008 period, three hypotheses are tested: 

I. Excess (limited) supply for winning (losing) stocks will result in wider (smaller) PDRs on the ex-

dividend day. 

II. The higher the unrealized gain (loss) accrued on the stock the larger (smaller) the ex-dividend day 

PDR because the influence of the disposition effect on trading activity will be amplified. 

III. For the same stock, the PDR will be significantly lower at times when it has accumulated 

unrealized losses than at times when it has accumulated unrealized gains, ceteris paribus. 

To test the hypotheses, two variables are essential; the performance of the individual stock and the impact 

of the dividend ex-day effect on that particular stock. As to the stocks’ performance, stocks with accrued 
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gains (winners) need to be distinguished from stocks with accrued losses (losers). However, if a stock is to 

be considered a winner or a loser on the ex-day largely depends on when the stock was bought. For instance, 

a stock could be a winner for an investor that bought it three months before the ex-day and at the same time 

be a loser for another investor that bought it one year before the ex-day. In other words, connecting to 

prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), the reference price of the individual investor determines if 

he will consider the stock to be a winner or a loser. Hence, to be able to accurately calculate aggregated 

accrued gains or losses, it would be necessary to incorporate the cost basis and holding period of all 

investors holding a specific stock at each point in time. Using market-wide data, this is not feasible. 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) address this problem by adopting the capital gains overhang (CGOH) 

(Grinblatt & Han, 2005) to proxy for the market-wide gains or losses for an individual stock. For eight 

assumed holding periods (15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 250 and 360 calendar days), an estimated reference price 

is calculated based on time series of the individual stock’s past prices and turnover ratio. Efthymiou and 

Leledakis (2014) define the CGOH as the percentage deviation of the closing trade price from the aggregate 

cost basis proxy on the cum-day. The purpose is to show whether overall investors have accrued unrealized 

gain or loss on a given stock. In short, a positive CGOH indicates a winner and negative CGOH indicates 

a loser. The CGOH for stock i for an assumed investor holding period of T days is calculated as: 

 

𝐶𝐺𝑂𝐻𝑖
𝑇 =

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 − 𝑅𝑃𝑖

𝑇

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 × 100% 

 

where, 

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 is the closing price on the cum-day for stock i  

𝑅𝑃𝑖
𝑇is the relevant reference price on the cum-day for stock i, calculated as:    

 

𝑅𝑃𝑖
𝑇 =

1

∑ 𝑤𝑡−𝑛
𝑇
𝑛=1

∑ 𝑤𝑡−𝑛𝑃𝑡−𝑛

𝑇

𝑛=1

 

 

where, 

𝑃𝑡−𝑛 is the stock price n days before the ex-day 

𝑤𝑡−𝑛 is the turnover weight, calculated as 

 

𝑤𝑡−𝑛 = [𝑉𝑡−𝑛 ∏(1 − 𝑉𝑡−𝑛+𝜏)

𝑛−1

τ=1

] 

 

where, 

𝑉𝑡−𝑛 is the turnover ratio n days before the ex-day 

𝑉𝑡−𝑛+𝜏 is the forward-looking turnover ratio 𝜏 days after the t-n day point over an assumed holding period 

of T days.  

 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  
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Measuring the dividend ex-day effect on a stock is more straightforward. The authors improve the 

conventional 
𝑃𝐵− 𝑃𝐴

𝐷 
 statistic created by Elton and Gruber (1970) by adjusting for the individual stock’s 

expected return on the ex-day. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) call it the “price drop ratio” (PDR), 

referring to the ratio between the dividend per share and the following price drop on the ex-day. The PDR 

for stock i is expressed as:  

 

PDR𝑖 =

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 −  (

𝑃𝑒𝑥

1 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚)

𝐷𝑖

 

 

where, 

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 is the closing price on the cum-day for stock i  

𝑃𝑒𝑥  is the closing price on the ex-day for stock i 

𝐷𝑖  is the amount of dividend for stock i, 

𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is the ex-day expected return of stock i, calculated as:  

 

𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =  𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖  𝑅

𝑚𝑘𝑡 

 

As previously mentioned, the PDR is a measurement of the dividend ex-day effect of a given stock. A 

PDR<1 indicates the existence of a dividend ex-day effect where the price drop is less than the dividend 

per share. If the PDR=1, there is no indication of the dividend ex-day effect. A PDR>1 does not indicate 

an effect but, contrary, it shows that the price drop is higher than the dividend amount.  

 

Using the CGOH and PDR measurements, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) set out to find the relationship 

between the disposition effect and the dividend ex-day effect. To test hypothesis I, the stocks are divided 

into groups of winners and losers based on their CGOH. Then, the mean PDR is calculated for each group. 

The results show that the mean PDR for winners (0,887) is significantly higher than it is for losers (0,539). 

This is in line with the hypothesis, suggesting that investors will be more willing to sell stocks with accrued 

gains, resulting in a greater price drop. Hypothesis II is tested by dividing the groups of winners and losers 

into three equally sized terciles and calculating the mean PDR values for each of the resulting six terciles. 

Once again, the results are supporting the hypothesis. The mean PDR increases from 0,431 in the tercile 

with the highest accrued losses to 1,008 in the tercile with the highest accrued gains. Hence, the higher the 

gains (losses) accrued on the stock, the larger (smaller) PDR. To further verify this point, regression 

analyses are performed which shows a positive relationship between the PDR and CGOH that is significant 

at the 1% level. Lastly, hypothesis III is tested by identifying stocks with a positive CGOH for some ex-

days and a negative CGOH for others. For each stock, one ex-day from the winner sample is paired to its 

closest ex-day from the loser sample. The ex-days are paired on the basis of equal dividend amount and 

time proximity. Then, the difference between the winning and losing ex-days’ PDR is calculated. The mean 

difference of all pairs is -0,286 and significant at the 1% level. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) conclude 

(6)  

(7)  
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that this provides clear evidence for the disposition effect contributing to the time-series variation of the 

dividend ex-day effect for a given stock. 

 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) ascribe their empirical results to the disposition effect and maintain that 

the active selling by holders of winning stocks will most likely create a downward pressure on the price on 

the ex-dividend day. By comparing ex-days of the same stock (hypothesis III), the authors claim to control 

for liquidity, size, institutional ownership, and idiosyncratic volatility. Furthermore, arbitrage or 

microstructure hypotheses are dismissed since the results remain robust to several ex-day normal return 

specifications, adjusting for clusters along stock and time dimensions, different holding period length 

assumptions, and the use of opening instead of closing prices. The examination period 2001-2008 was 

selected so as to eliminate a possible tax clientele effect—during this period dividends and capital gains 

were taxed equally.  

 The dividend ex-day effect in Sweden 

On Swedish data, the only explanatory hypothesis that has been tested for the dividend ex-day effect is the 

tax clientele hypothesis (Elton & Gruber, 1970). Internationally, a common way to test the hypothesis have 

been to compare investor behaviour before and after regime shifts in tax policy (e.g. Poterba & Summers, 

1984; Robin, 1991; Skinner, 1993). This approach was adopted and implemented in the Swedish market in 

three separate studies; De Ridder and Sörensson (1995), Daunfeldt (2002) and Daunfeldt et al. (2009). All 

of these measure the extent to which the Swedish tax changes in 1991 to 1995 affected the dividend ex-day 

behaviour in Sweden. During this period, extensive reforms changed the tax rates from 54% for dividends 

and 21,6% for capital gains to them being parallel at 30%. If the tax clientele hypothesis holds, this should 

alter the preferences for dividends versus capital gains and some significant changes in the PDR should be 

evident for this period. The results were uniform; the stock price drops by an amount less than that of the 

dividend and, thus, a dividend ex-day effect can be observed. However, none of the studies could find any 

support for it being affected or caused by the tax reforms. Instead, De Ridder and Sörensson (1995) suggest 

that the activity of corporate traders dominated price determination on the ex-day during this period. 

Daunfeldt et al. (2009) find a positive relationship between the PDR and the dividend yields, indicating that 

the result might be caused by tax-indifferent institutional investors which are trading with high dividend 

yield stocks.  

 

As of 2018, dividends and capital gains are still being taxed equally at 30% in Sweden. As previously 

mentioned, the tax clientele hypothesis states that such parallel tax rates will eliminate any ex-day effect 

since investors will be indifferent between dividends and capital gains. In this context, it should be 

mentioned that there are alternative ways of investing which will yield different tax rates for capital gains 

and dividends. This mainly concerns the “investeringssparkonto” (ISK) that was introduced in 2012. In 

2017, 11% of all investments in OMXS are held by private investors (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2017) and 

among these private investors, approximately 30% utilizes the ISK (SIFO, 2016).  
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 Source criticism  

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) link the dividend ex-day effect to the disposition effect and simultaneously 

discard precursory theories. Claims of such magnitude often require substantial amounts of empirical 

support from replication studies. The study was indeed replicated by Cherkasova and Petrukhin (2017) who 

found similar results on ex-days of stocks traded on BRIC countries’ exchanges during the period 2005-

2015. However, the study by Cherkasova and Petrukhin (2017) is not peer-reviewed and is also the only 

replication so far. Therefore, it should be mentioned that Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) lack the extensive 

verification from separate studies that might have been preferable.  

 

Furthermore, the authors of this study take some caution when evaluating the results of Efthymiou and 

Leledakis (2014). Some significant conclusions are drawn regarding causality and Efthymiou and Leledakis 

(2014) do not hesitate to proclaim the disposition effect as the driving factor behind the dividend ex-day 

effect. Other explanatory hypotheses are addressed and accounted for to some extent, however, there is no 

general discussion of what causality is or how it can be confirmed. 

 

As mentioned, the lack of support from replication studies should be taken into account when assessing 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). However, the study builds on the theories of the dividend ex-day effect 

and the disposition effect, which both revel in broad empirical support. The dividend ex-day effect was first 

observed by Campbell and Beranek (1955) and has continued to be noted as an anomaly in the stock market 

since (examples provided in table 1). Concerning the disposition effect, it should be mentioned that the 

studies of prospect theory and mental accounting are conducted using experimental research designs. As 

discussed by Shefrin and Statman (1985), researchers tend to treat experimental evidence with some caution 

and are hesitant towards drawing conclusions about the real world from these. However, strong empirical 

support from numerous studies have proven the disposition effect to be a real world phenomenon rather 

than a confined theory. Examples of such studies are provided in section 2.3.  
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 Hypothesis development 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter provides the reasoning behind the choice of hypotheses and how each hypothesis contributes 

to the purpose. 

 

In line with the findings by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014), this study predicts that the active (limited) 

selling by holders of winning (losing) OMXS stocks has accelerated (restrained) the price drop on the ex-

day during the 2013-2017 period. It should be clearly stated, though, that this study has no ambitions of 

proving any causal relationship between variables. However, by examining the relationship between the 

dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect, it is possible to see if the findings conforms to what would 

have been expected if there indeed was a pervasive disposition effect in the trading behaviour of OMXS 

investors. This, in turn, can give an indication if the dividend ex-day effect could be explained by the 

disposition effect.  

 

To examine the relationship, the three hypotheses used by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) will be adopted. 

However, some adjustments are made to the phrasing of the original hypotheses. This is because the 

hypotheses, as stated by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014), imply that a causal relationship can be 

established. As previously mentioned, the authors of this study do not consider the hypotheses alone to be 

sufficient for causal inferences. Lastly, in hypothesis III, the phrase “ceteris paribus” is excluded. This is 

perhaps a mere linguistic disagreement, but the authors of this study simply do not consider it accurate to 

assume that all other variables can be held constant across different ex-days when using market wide data. 

Accordingly, the hypotheses are stated as: 

I. Winning stocks will display higher PDRs compared to losing stocks. 

II. The higher the unrealized gain (loss) accrued on the stock the larger (smaller) the ex-dividend day 

PDR. 

III. For the same stock, the PDR will be significantly lower at times when it has accumulated 

unrealized losses than at times when it has accumulated unrealized gains. 

Hypothesis I is used to show any potential relationship between the performance of a stock and its PDR. 

Hypothesis II addresses the cross-sectional variation of the PDR, meaning that it explains why there is 

variation in the PDR for any sample of ex-days in any given time period. Hypothesis III focuses on the 

issue of time-series variation at the individual stock level; it explains why the PDR is different over time 

for a given stock. By investigating both the cross-sectional and time-series variation of the PDR, these 

hypotheses are considered adequate to examine the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the 

disposition effect.  
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 Method 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the methods used for fulfilling the purpose. It elaborates 

how the data is collected, how the variables are quantified and how the statistical tests are conducted.  

 Method Summary 

In the purpose of examining the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect, 

several calculations and statistical tests are performed. As a first step, the dividend ex-day effect and the 

disposition effect are quantified using the PDR and the AHPR respectively. Next, one sample t-tests are 

used to indicate if there is a dividend ex-day effect in the OMXS and to examine the difference in PDR 

between winning and losing stocks. Lastly, multiple regression analysis is performed to provide further 

statistical information of the relationship.  

 Methodology 

This study will examine the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect. The 

theories of the dividend ex-day effect (Miller & Modigliani, 1961) and the disposition effect (Shefrin & 

Statman, 1985) constitute the basis for the theoretical framework. In addition, the hypotheses and research 

design draw significant amounts of inspiration from Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). Hence, this study 

will be conducted using a deductive approach; the hypotheses are developed using existing theory which 

then will be subject for empirical scrutiny (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Furthermore, the relationship between 

the effects is pursued by gathering secondary data which will be studied through one sample t-tests and 

regression analysis, adopting a quantitative research strategy. This strategy is favourable since the 

examination of large amounts of secondary data makes it possible to explore relationships between 

variables (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Concerning scientific philosophy, a positivistic position is maintained; 

empirical evidence is considered valid as a basis for knowledge. 

 Research design 

The ability to quantify both the dividend ex-day effect as well as the disposition effect is essential for 

finding any relationship between the two. The following section describes how the effects are measured 

with the PDR and AHPR, and how their relationship is examined using one sample t-tests and regression 

analysis. 

4.3.1 The price drop ratio (PDR) 

The dividend ex-day effect is estimated by measuring the price drop on the ex-day relative to the dividend 

per share. Here, the PDR measurement (Efthymiou & Leledakis, 2014) is adopted. The individual stock’s 

expected return is adjusted for by taking α and β into consideration, which is in line with the market model 

(MacKinley, 1997). The parameters α and β are calculated by performing regressions over a [(-130,-31) & 

(+31, +130)] estimation window of the stock return, where day ‘0’ is the ex-day. 31 trading days prior and 
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post the ex-day are excluded to avoid the values being affected by abnormal trading on or around the ex-

day. The PDR for stock i at a given ex-day is expressed as: 

 

PDR𝑖 =

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 −  (

𝑃𝑒𝑥

1 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚)

𝐷𝑖

 

 

where, 

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 is the closing price on the cum-day for stock i  

𝑃𝑒𝑥  is the closing price on the ex-day for stock I  

𝐷𝑖  is the amount of dividend for stock i,  

𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is the ex-day expected return of stock i, calculated as:  

 

𝑅𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =  𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖  𝑅

𝑚𝑘𝑡 

 

As previously mentioned, a PDR<1 indicates the existence of a dividend ex-day effect where the price drop 

is less than the dividend per share. If the PDR=1, there is no indication of the dividend ex-day effect. A 

PDR>1 does not indicate an effect but, contrary, it shows that the price drop is higher than the dividend 

amount.  

4.3.2 The assumed holding period return (AHPR)  

The disposition effect refers to the tendency to sell winning stocks too early and ride losing stocks too long. 

Consequently, it is fundamental to determine if each stock has accrued losses or accrued gains in the time 

leading up to a given ex-day. As discussed in the literature review, the difficulty in determining the holding 

period of each investor poses a challenge in this task. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) address this by 

adopting the CGOH (Grinblatt & Han, 2005) measurement where a reference price is estimated based on 

time series of the individual stock’s past prices and turnover ratio. In the purposes of this study, however, 

it is considered sufficient to approximate winning and losing stocks based on their return for a given period. 

To adjust for the different length of the holding period among investors, four assumed holding periods of 

30, 90, 180 and 360 calendar days before a given ex-day are used. Consequently, four hypothetical returns 

are calculated for each ex-day and the statistical tests are performed separately for each assumed holding 

period. The return for stock i with assumed holding period n at a given ex-day is expressed as: 

 

𝐴𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑖
𝑛 = (

𝑃𝑖
𝑛

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚) − 1 

where, 

𝑃𝑖
𝑛 is the closing price n days before the ex-day for stock i 

𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑢𝑚 is the closing price on the cum-day for stock i 

 

(7)  

(6)  

(8)  
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Similar to the CGOH, a positive AHPR indicates a winner and a negative AHPR indicates a loser. It should 

be noted that the AHPR, as does the CGOH, implies that investors do not account for market return or risk-

free rates when assessing a stock’s return. This can be considered as contrary to established financial theory, 

but it is in line with Shefrin and Statman (1985) and Kahneman and Tversky (1979). The emphasis is 

exclusively on the initial buying price (the reference point) relative to the price on the cum-day. To 

illustrate, it is assumed that investors will regard a stock with a 5% return as a winner even if the average 

market return for the same period is 10%.  

4.3.3 One sample t-test  

The “one sample t-test” is a statistical test used to determine if the mean of a sample is significantly different 

from a test value. It is useful in this study since it allows for testing the sample mean to the hypothesized 

mean proposed by theories and previous literature. For example, the theory by Miller and Modigliani (1961) 

states that if there is no dividend ex-day effect, the stock price drop on the ex-day will be equal to the 

amount paid in dividend for a given stock. In other words, in a market without a dividend ex-day effect, the 

mean PDR equal 1. Thus, in a given sample, a potential dividend ex-day effect can be traced by testing if 

the mean PDR is significantly lower than 1. In this study, several PDRs are calculated and one sample t-

tests are performed on each PDR individually. In addition, it is used in hypothesis III to determine if the 

mean difference among pairs of winning and losing ex-days is significantly lower than 0.  The usage of one 

sample t-tests is in line with Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). 

4.3.4 Regression analysis 

Hypothesis II states that the higher the unrealized gain (loss) accrued on the stock the larger (smaller) the 

ex-day PDR. In addition to comparing the mean PDR for each tercile of winners and losers, hypothesis II 

can be tested by regressing the PDR against the AHPR. Four control variables are also added to the 

regression. Dividend yield is included as a variable in accordance with of Elton and Gruber (1970), Lasfer 

(1995) and Daunfeldt et al. (2009), which show that it influences the level of abnormal returns and volumes 

around the ex-day. Market value is used to control for size, earnings per share controls for profitability and 

β controls for market risk. Accordingly, the regression model takes the following form: 

 

𝑃𝐷𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝛽𝑖 + 𝛾2𝐷𝑌𝑖 + 𝛾3𝑀𝑉𝑖 + 𝛾4𝐸𝑃𝑆𝑖 + 𝛾𝐴𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑖
𝑛

 

 

where,  

𝑃𝐷𝑅𝑖𝑡  is the price drop ratio calculated on the ex-day t of stock i 

𝛾0 is the intercept 

𝛽𝑖  is the market risk for stock i  

𝐷𝑌𝑖  is the dividend yield for stock i 

𝑀𝑉𝑖  is the market value for stock i 

𝐸𝑃𝑆𝑖  is the earnings per share for stock i 

𝐴𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑖
𝑛

 is the return for stock i with assumed holding period n 

(9)  
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Initially, the “ordinary least squares” (OLS) method is used for estimating the parameters in the regression 

model. The regression examines the statistical relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables and is simply performed with the command _reg in Stata 15. However, the OLS method requires 

a number of assumptions to be true in order for it to give an accurate description of the investigated 

relationship. Most importantly, the data should not be heteroscedastic and have no autocorrelation or 

multicollinearity (Bryman & Cramer, 2011). To test the level of autocorrelation, the Durbin-Watson 

statistic is used. If the value of the statistic is between the critical values of 1,5 and 2,5 the data can be 

assumed to have no linear autocorrelation (Bryman & Cramer, 2011). Furthermore, multicollinearity is 

tested for by examining the tolerance and correlation matrix where a tolerance greater than 0,1 and a 

correlation less than 0,8 indicates no multicollinearity (Bryman & Cramer, 2011). Lastly, the Breusch-

Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test is performed to control for heteroscedasticity. This is done by using the 

command _hettest in Stata 15. 

 

As the next chapter will demonstrate, the data sample in this study is heteroscedastic, making the reliability 

of the OLS regression uncertain. This is addressed by adjusting the regression model to be 

heteroscedasticity-consistent. Here, the “Huber-White” variance estimator is adopted by using the 

command _robust in Stata. The command computes a robust variance estimator based on a “varlist” of 

equation-level scores and a covariance matrix (StataCorp LLC, 2018). 

4.3.5 Addressing the hypotheses 

The hypotheses are developed in line with Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) and so are the approaches 

chosen to address them. With the exception for using the AHPR instead of the CGOH, the key steps by 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) are followed: 

 

Hypothesis I is tested by dividing the stocks into two groups of winners and losers based on their AHPR 

and comparing the mean PDRs between the groups. In hypothesis II, each group is further divided into 

three equally sized terciles from which new mean PDRs are calculated and compared. In addition, 

hypothesis II is further tested by regressing the PDR against AHPR and a group of control variables. Lastly, 

hypothesis III is tested by identifying stocks with a positive AHPR for some ex-days and a negative AHPR 

for others. For each stock, one ex-day from the winner sample is paired to its closest ex-day from the loser 

sample with the criterion that the dividend amount needs to be equal for both ex-days. Within each pair, 

the difference between the winning and losing ex-day’s PDR is calculated. The mean difference for all pairs 

is then calculated to give an indication if the PDR for an individual stock differs depending on its 

performance in the time leading up to its ex-day.  
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 Data  

4.4.1 Data collection 

This study is conducted on common stocks listed in OMXS during the 2013-2017 period and all data is 

obtained through Thomson Reuters Datastream. For each company, data regarding prices, ex-day dates, 

and the size of each dividend is gathered. Also, data for each company’s dividend yield, market value, 

earnings per share are retrieved to be used as control variables in the regression analysis. The mnemonic 

for each data type is presented in table 2. 

 

 

 

For the given period, 346 stocks are listed in OMXS. After removing non-dividend-paying stocks, there are 

260 stocks left yielding 982 ex-days which constitute the initial sample. From here, several screening filters 

are applied to increase the reliability of the test. First, stocks which pay dividend in other currencies than 

SEK are removed since the exchange rates for each dividend cannot be accurately obtained. Second, ex-

days whose estimation period for α and β [(-130,-31) & (+31, +130)] runs into a -31 to +31 window of the 

ex-day prior or after it are excluded. This is to avoid the α and β being affect by abnormal trading around 

previous or latter ex-days. Lastly, the 2,5% upper and 2,5% lower tail of the PDR sample are trimmed to 

limit the impact of outliers. The filters and trimmings are summarized in table 3.  

 

 

Table 2

Data type Mnemonic

OMXS LSWSEALI

Index price PI

Stock prices P

Ex-day dates XDD

Dividend amount WC05110

Dividend yield DY

Market value MV

Earning per share EPS

Mnemonics for data gathered through Thomson Reuters Datastream

Table 3

Filters of sample screening OMXS ex-days of ordinary cash dividends of common stocks for years 2013-2017. 

Filters and trimming applied to the sample of stocks (2013-2017) Removed Removed % Residual obs

Ex-days for all ordinary cash dividends (2013-2077) 982

Exclude stocks paying dividend in foreign currency 49 5% 933

Exclude ex-days whose estimation period [(-130, -31) & (+31, +130)] 

runs into a -31 to +31 window of prior or latter ex-days 102 10% 831

Trim the 2,5% upper tail and 2,5% lower tail of the ex-day PDR 41 5% 790

Total 192 20% 790

Notes: The initial sample consists of ordinary cash dividends paid by common stocks listed on the main lists on 

OMXS from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2017. The initial sample size of 982 observations is reduced to 831 

observations by applying several filters. The remaining observations are trimmed at the 2,5% upper and 2,5% lower 

tail to reduce the impact of outliers, resulting in the final sample of 790 observations.  
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4.4.2 Data processing 

When retrieving data from Thomson Reuters Datastream, the data is presented for each stock separately 

and for all dates in the entire sample period. Since this study aims to examine relationship among variables 

occurring on specific dates, some significant adjustments of the raw data is necessary before exporting it to 

Stata 15.  

 

As a first step, the returns for each stock are calculated from the closing prices for each stock according to 

equation (10), which is in accordance with Brooks (2008): 

 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑝𝑡

𝑝𝑡−1

) 

 

where, 

𝑟𝑡 is the continuously compounded returns 

𝑝𝑡  is the daily closing price at time t 

ln is the natural logarithm 

 

Moreover, a major obstacle is found in that ex-day dates differ between stocks and, in addition, the ex-day 

dates for a given stock are not the same from year to year. Hence, in each data file, each ex-day for the 260 

stocks over the 2013-2017 period must be manually identified and singled out. Next, in order to perform 

regressions on the [(-130,-31) & (+31, +130)] estimation window, 31 days before and 31 days after each 

ex-day are removed in the stock return data. From the regressions, α and β are retrieved and, together with 

the OMXSPI index return for the same period, used to calculate the expected return on each ex-day. The 

expected return, cum-day closing price, ex-day closing price and dividend amount are then used to calculate 

the PDR according to equation (6).  

 

The return for each assumed holding period (30, 90, 180 and 360 calendar days) was calculated according 

to equation (8). However, the retrieved data is in trading days rather than calendar days. Adjusting for this, 

a full year is assumed to consist of 5×52=260 trading days, which are distributed to correspond to holding 

periods of 30, 90, 180 and 360 calendar days.  

 

From these calculations and adjustments, a data file consisting of each ex-day’s PDR, AHPR30, AHPR90, 

AHPR180, AHPR360, β, dividend yield, market value and earnings per share is composed and exported to 

Stata 15. 

 Quality criteria 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015), three of the most important criteria for the evaluation of quantitative 

research are reliability, replicability and validity. An assessment of how this study stands in relation to these 

concepts will be provided below. 

(10)  
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4.5.1 Reliability 

Reliability is concerned with the question of whether the results of a study are repeatable and whether a 

measure is stable or not. For example, if the result in a measure fluctuates wildly when the test is 

administered on two or more occasions, there would be concerns about the measure’s stability and, thus, 

reliability (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In this study, the reliability is strengthened by investigating both the 

cross-sectional and time-series relationship between the PDR and AHPR. Nevertheless, no conclusive 

assessment of the reliability can be made without further studies using the same measure in different 

markets and different time periods 

4.5.2 Replicability 

Closely linked to reliability, is the concept of replicability. This simply refers to the degree of which a study 

is replicable to others (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The authors of this study effort to make it as replicable as 

possible; each step in the research process is cautiously described and all data, calculations and statistical 

tests are provided. In addition, software specific details, such as the commands used in Stata 15 and the 

mnemonics used in Thomson Reuters Datastream, are included for full transparency.  

4.5.3 Validity 

Bryman and Bell (2015) state that Validity is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions that are 

generated from a study. There are several sub-categories to validity, and the most vital for this study is 

internal validity, which relates to the issue of causality between variables. Generally, experimental designs 

are more suitable for finding causal relationships since they provide the possibility to change the 

independent variable and examining its subsequent effect on the dependent variable while everything else 

is held constant (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In this study, the same technique is adopted in hypothesis II, where 

it is possible to see how the PDR change for each tercile of AHPR. This, in combination with the regression 

analysis, provides significant information about the correlational relationship between the PDR and AHPR. 

However, it is impossible to hold all other variables constant when using market wide data and, as 

commonly expressed, correlation does not imply causation. Also, a common threat to internal validity is 

the omitted variable bias; even if strong evidence are found for one of the independent variable affecting 

the dependent variable, there is always a possibility of yet another variable outside the model being the 

causal factor. As a consequence, this study is modest towards drawing any conclusions about causality. The 

statistical tests simply serve to give an indication whether the disposition effect could be an explanation to 

the dividend ex-day effect. This is contrary to the study by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) which promptly 

proclaims a causal relationship between the two. 
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 Empirical results and analysis 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter presents the empirical findings and how to interpret them. Initially, each hypothesis is covered 

individually, then the results are connected to previous literature and theories in an integrative analysis. 

 Descriptive statistics 

Table 4 presents the mean, median and standard deviation for the dependent and independent variables over 

the 2013-2017 period. Notably, the number of observations decreases as the assumed holding period gets 

longer. This is because some stocks were registered in the OMXS close to their first dividend disbursement 

which result in an absence of data for some assumed holding periods. For example, the return for an 

assumed holding period of 360 days cannot be calculated if the stock was registered closer than 360 days 

from its first ex-day. It follows that the risk of encountering missing data increases as the holding period 

gets longer, which is what can be observed in the table. 

 

 

 

The key takeaway from table 4 is the mean PDR. As discussed in chapter 4, this is where the presence (or 

absence) of a dividend ex-day effect will be exposed; a PDR less than 1 indicates the presence of an effect. 

The mean PDR in the sample is 0,7085, meaning that the stock price, on average, drops with a factor of 

0,7085 of the dividend amount. The findings are supported with one sample t-tests which are presented in 

table 5. The t-stat of -10,338 shows that the mean PDR significantly lower than 1 at the 1% level. However, 

the median PDR of 0,8619 must be taken into consideration. The rather large difference between the mean 

and median values indicates that the low mean might be driven by outliers to some extent. Nevertheless, 

the presence of a dividend ex-day effect is still evident since both the mean and median are lower than 1. 

Table 4

Descriptive statistics

Mean Median Std N

β 0,7179 0,7316 0,3374 790

Div yield 0,0319 0,02905 0,2310 790

Market value 24,3946 5,2270 53,9742 788

EPS (SEK) 7,6520 4,6100 11,6461 779

PDR 0,7085 0,8619 0,7925 790

AHPR 30 0,0316 2,5619 0,0832 790

AHPR 90 0,1084 9,4737 0,1627 789

AHPR 180 0,1754 14,3327 0,2333 783

AHPR 360 0,2229 17,1939 0,3932 765

Total sample descriptives

Notes: This table presents the descriptive statistics of the dependent and independent variables on the ex-

day. β reports the systematic risk. Div yield is the dividend yield on the cum-day. Market value is in billions 

SEK and is the value on the cum-day. EPS reports earnings per share for the last financial year. PDR is the 

price drop ratio on the ex-day calculated according to equation (6). AHPR 30, AHPR 90, AHPR 180 and 

AHPR 360 are the different assumed holding period returns. 
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 Hypothesis I 

Hypothesis I is tested by splitting the trimmed sample into losers and winners on the basis of the four 

different AHPRs and then calculating the PDR means and medians for each sample. In each sample, the 

mean PDR is greater for the group of winners compared to the group of losers with the difference for 

AHPR30 being the highest (-0,134) and for AHPR360 (-0,039) being the lowest (table 6). The findings are in 

line with hypothesis I stating that stocks with accrued gains will have a greater PDR than stocks with 

accrued losses. In addition, the t-statistics report that all of the mean PDRs are significantly lower than 1 at 

the 1% level.  

 

Table 5

One sample t-test for the PDR

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper

-10,338 789 0,000 -0,2915 -0,3468 -0,2361

95 % Confidence interval of the Difference

Notes: This table presents the results for hypothesis I. The table reports the difference of the mean and median PDR 

between stocks with a negative AHPR (losers) and stocks with a positive AHPR (winners), as well as t-statistic from 

testing whether the mean PDR is equal to its hypothesized value (PDR = 1). Means and medians have been calculated 

after trimming the top and bottom 2,5 percentiles.  

Notes: This table presents the one sample t-tests for the mean PDR of the entire sample.  

 

 

Difference of mean and median PDR between losers and winners

Panel A: Difference of mean and median PDR between losers and winners for AHPR 30

Status (AHPR 30) Median Return Mean Return Median PDR Mean PDR N t-stat

Losers -3,31% -4,42% 0,596 0,766 260 -7,868

Winners 5,67% 6,88% 0,764 0,900 530 -7,072

Difference -0,167 -0,134

Total 0,709 0,856 790

Panel B: Difference of mean and median PDR between losers and winners for AHPR 90

Status (AHPR 90) Median Return Mean Return Median PDR Mean PDR N t-stat

Losers -5,96% -7,15% 0,730 0,614 170 -6,744

Winners 13,03% 15,78% 0,894 0,734 619 -8,225

Difference -0,164 -0,120

Total 0,859 0,708 789

Panel C: Difference of mean and median PDR between losers and winners for AHPR 180

Status (AHPR 180) Median Return Mean Return Median PDR Mean PDR N t-stat

Losers -6,97% -9,01% 0,762 0,642 153 -5,629

Winners 19,46% 23,98% 0,890 0,731 630 -8,543

Difference -0,128 -0,090

Total 0,865 0,714 783

Panel D: Difference of mean and median PDR between losers and winners for AHPR 360

Status (AHPR 360) Median Return Mean Return Median PDR Mean PDR N t-stat

Losers -10,34% -12,36% 0,850 0,694 207 -5,768

Winners 26,83% 35,15% 0,882 0,733 558 -8,147

Difference -0,032 -0,039

Total 0,873 0,723 765

Table 6
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It can also be noted that the difference in mean return between the groups widens as the assumed holding 

period increases. This is a logical consequence of expanding the time horizon of a sample; stocks simply 

have more time to accumulate more extensive gains or losses. However, the difference in PDR between 

winning and losing stocks seems to decrease as the holding periods gets longer, which is illustrated in 

figures 2-5. This is not expected in the hypotheses and the observation is further examined in hypothesis II. 

     

   

 Hypothesis II 

In hypothesis II, it is expected that there will be a positive relationship between the PDR and the AHPR; 

the higher accrued gains (losses) of the stock, the larger (smaller) PDR. From table 7 it can be noted that 

the PDR does not increase monotonically across the terciles in neither of the panels. Nevertheless, a positive 

trend can be distinguished in panels A, B and C, which is visualized in figures 6-8. Consequently, AHPR360 

is the only holding period not displaying a positive trend, which is presented in panel D and figure 9. From 

the t-statistic it can be noted that all mean PDRs are significantly lower than 1 at the 1% level except for 

tercile 2 of the losing sample in panel C. 

 

As mentioned, the results in hypothesis I indicate that the difference in PDR between winning and losing 

stocks decreases as the holding periods gets longer. In hypothesis I, though, it is only possible to compare 

the difference in PDR between winners and losers across the different AHPRs. In hypothesis II, the groups 

of winners and losers are further divided, making it possible to examine the difference in PDR within each 

AHPR separately. In line with the findings from hypothesis I, figures 6-9 show that the relationship between 

the mean PDR and mean return appears to fade out as the holding period increases. This could indicate that 

the disposition effect might explain the dividend ex-day effect better in the short-run than in the long-run. 
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PDR per AHPR per tercile

Panel A: PDR per AHPR 30 tercile

Tercile: 3 2 1 1 2 3 Total

Median Return -7,77% -3,31% -0,95% 1,84% 5,68% 11,31% 2,6%

Mean Return -8,90% -3,32% -1,00% 1,71% 5,59% 13,37% 3,16%

Median PDR 0,76 0,66 0,90 0,85 0,95 0,89 0,86

Mean PDR 0,54 0,59 0,66 0,72 0,84 0,73 0,71

t-stat -5,486 -4,742 -3,514 -5,382 -2,761 -4,288 -10,338

N 87 87 86 177 177 176 790

Panel B: PDR per AHPR 90 tercile

Tercile: 3 2 1 1 2 3 Total

Median Return -11,36% -5,94% -2,14% 5,24% 13,06% 24,29% 9,5%

Mean Return -13,42% -6,01% -1,94% 5,00% 13,05% 29,36% 10,84%

Median PDR 0,73 0,57 0,84 0,89 0,91 0,89 0,87

Mean PDR 0,60 0,56 0,68 0,73 0,74 0,74 0,71

t-stat -3,677 -5,392 -2,997 -4,908 -4,902 -4,442 -10,332

N 57 57 56 207 206 206 789

Panel C: PDR per AHPR 180 tercile

Tercile: 3 2 1 1 2 3 Total

Median Return -16,13% -6,97% -1,73% 6,08% 19,46% 39,17% 14,3%

Mean Return -17,60% -7,45% -1,99% 6,28% 19,66% 46,02% 17,54%

Median PDR 0,67 0,87 0,65 0,84 0,90 0,90 0,87

Mean PDR 0,44 0,81 0,67 0,69 0,77 0,74 0,71

t-stat -4,101 -1,893 -3,835 -5,512 -4,903 -4,457 -9,064

N 51 51 51 210 210 210 783

Panel D: PDR per AHPR 360 tercile

Tercile: 3 2 1 1 2 3 Total

Median Return -21,10% -10,34% -2,76% 10,08% 26,83% 53,04% 17,2%

Mean Return -23,70% -10,57% -2,80% 9,34% 27,04% 69,07% 22,29%

Median PDR 0,85 0,90 0,80 0,83 0,95 0,81 0,87

Mean PDR 0,75 0,80 0,54 0,68 0,84 0,67 0,72

t-stat -2,609 -2,507 -4,833 -5,900 -2,843 -5,419 -8,936

N 69 69 69 186 186 186 765

Losers Winners

Table 7

Losers Winners

Losers Winners

Losers Winners

Notes: Table 7 reports the results for hypothesis II. The two groups of winners and losers are separately divided into 

three equally sized terciles. The table presents the mean and median PDR per six AHPR terciles, as well as t-statistics 

from testing whether the mean PDR is equal to its hypothesized value (PDR = 1). Mean and medians have been 

calculated after trimming the top and bottom 2,5 percentiles.  
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Hypothesis II is further tested by regressing the PDR against the AHPR and the control variables. Before 

analyzing the result of the regressions, the assumptions of autocorrelation, multicollinearity, and 

heteroscedasticity needs to be verified. This is done by examining the Durbin-Watson value and tolerance 

in table 10. The Durbin-Watson values for each AHPR is within the critical values of 1,5 and 2,5. Thus, 

there is no reason to assume autocorrelation in the data. Furthermore, the tolerance is substantially higher 

than 0,1 for each AHPR and, in addition, the correlation matrix in table 8 shows that the correlation between 

the variables never exceeds 0,8. Therefore, the data show no sign of multicollinearity.  

 

 

 

Lastly, table 9 presents the results of the Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test. The test indicate that the data 

is heteroscedastic and, hence, the reliability of the OLS regression is uncertain. Consequently, only the 

robust regression model will be commented below.   

Correlation matrix, N = 759

PDR AHPR 30 AHPR 90 AHPR 180 AHPR 360 Beta Div yield Market Value EPS

PDR 1,0000

AHPR 30 0,0460 1,0000

AHPR 90 0,0680 0,6300 1,0000

AHPR 180 0,0350 0,4620 0,7610 1,0000

AHPR 360 0,0080 0,4840 0,6470 0,7620 1,0000

Beta 0,0560 0,0000 0,0430 0,0590 0,1140 1,0000

Div yield 0,1850 -0,0730 -0,0120 -0,0360 -0,1340 -0,0280 1,0000

MV 0,0630 -0,0320 -0,0480 -0,0670 -0,0530 0,3800 0,0470 1,0000

EPS 0,1010 0,0190 -0,0030 0,0090 0,0390 0,1910 -0,0270 0,1650 1,0000

Table 8

Notes: Correlation matrix for the dependent and independent variables.  
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The results for the regression models, presented in table 10, show that the hypothesized relationship is 

significantly positive at the 5% level for AHPR90. The other AHPRs indicate positive relationships as well, 

although the results are not statistically significant. Furthermore, the regression yields a coefficient of 

0,0035 for the AHPR90. The coefficient might appear to have a negligible impact on the PDR since it entails 

a rather low value. However, a low coefficient should be expected since, in terms of numerical values, the 

AHPR fluctuates a lot more than the PDR. For example, it is not unusual for the AHPR of a stock to take 

on values between -50% to 50%, while the values of the PDR most often lies within 0,5 to 1. It is also 

important to remember that the coefficient expresses how much a one percentage point increase impacts 

the PDR. To illustrate, consider a stock with an initial PDR of 0,85. If the stock then experiences a price 

increase of 50%, the PDR would increase with 0,175. This would push the PDR above 1 and eliminate any 

divided ex-day effect.  

 

Adjusted R-square is equal to 0,0359 for AHPR90 and is interpreted as 3,59% of the variance in PDR can 

be explained by the independent variables. The value of the R-square could be considered quite low. 

However, according to Brooks (2008) it is often the case for models with a limited dependent variable to 

have a low R-square; it is simply a consequence of the narrow range of values which the dependent can 

take on. Of course, the PDR does not have a definite limit which it cannot exceed. Nevertheless, the range 

of values that it realistically can take on is quite confined.  

 

Surprisingly, the impact of the dividend yield is only found to be statistically significant in one of the 

assumed holding periods (AHPR360). Thus, little evidence is found for the dividend yield influencing the 

PDR, which is contrary to Elton and Gruber (1970), Lasfer (1995) and Daunfeldt et al. (2009). Instead, it 

is the earning per share that shows the highest correlation with the PDR. The variable demonstrates stable 

coefficients of approximately 0,0065 across all holding periods, suggesting that the ex-day price drop might 

be linked to the profitability of a stock. 

 

Moreover, even if the regression analysis only provide statistically significant results for one of the AHPRs, 

it is once again interesting to note how the relationship changes across the holding periods. The coefficients 

for the AHPRs decrease from 0,0055 (AHPR30)  to 0,0005 (AHPR360). Hence, once again the positive 

relationship appears to fade out as the holding period gets longer.  

Table 9

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroscedasticity

Period Chî 2 P-value

AHPR 30 34,09 0,0000

AHPR 90 38,16 0,0000

AHPR 180 42,42 0,0000

AHPR 360 172,69 0,0000

Notes: Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test performed on the regressions of each 

assumed holding period. AHPR 30, AHPR 90, AHPR 180 and AHPR 360 are 

the different assumed holding period returns. 
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Notes: This table reports the estimated coefficients and their t-statistics from the regression of the PDR against the 

different AHPRs and control variables for the 2,5% trimmed sample as: PDRit = β0 + β1Beta + β2Div yield + β3Market 

Value + β4EPS + β5AHPRit + εit. Column two presents the coefficients for ordinary least square regression (OLS). The 

third column shows the coefficients when adjusted for heteroscedasticity with a robust-test. Histograms and an extended 

version of table 10 are attached in the appendix.  

*** denote statistical significance at the 1% level using a two-tailed test. 

** denote statistical significance at the 5% level using a two-tailed test. 

* denote statistical significance at the 10% level using a two-tailed test.  

Table 10

Relationship between PDR and AHPR

Panel A:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 30

AHPR 30 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4496 *** 0,4496 ***

β 0,0644 0,0644

Div yield (%) 0,0439 *** 0,0439

Market Value 5,33E-07 5,33E-07 *

EPS 0,0065 *** 0,0065 ***

AHPR 30 (%) 0,0055 * 0,0055

R square adj 0,0276 0,0338

Durbin-Watson 1,8460

Tolerance 0,9970

N 779 779

Panel B:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 90

AHPR 90 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4364 *** 0,4364 ***

β 0,0545 0,0545

Div yield (%) 0,0430 *** 0,0430

Market Value 5,80E-07 5,80E-07 *

EPS 0,0066 *** 0,0066 ***

AHPR 90 (%) 0,0035 ** 0,0035 **

R square adj 0,0296 0,0359

Durbin-Watson 1,846

Tolerance 0,994

N 778 778

Panel C:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 180

AHPR 180 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4492 *** 0,4492 ***

β 0,0607 0,0607

Div yield (%) 0,0429 *** 0,0429

Market Value 5,48E-07 5,48E-07 *

EPS 0,0065 *** 0,0065 ***

AHPR 180 (%) 0,0013 0,0013

R square adj 0,4492 0,0315

Durbin-Watson 1,8450

Tolerance 0,9860

N 774 774

Panel D:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 360

AHPR 360 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,3055 *** 0,3055 ***

β 0,0668 0,0668

Div yield (%) 0,0964 *** 0,0964 ***

Market Value 3,94E-07 3,94E-07

EPS 0,0061 ** 0,0061 ***

AHPR 360 (%) 0,0005 0,0005

R square adj 0,0421 0,0484

Durbin-Watson 1,8380

Tolerance 0,9600

N 759 759
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 Hypothesis III 

Table 11 presents the result for hypothesis III, which addresses the time series variation of the PDR at the 

individual stock level. The hypothesis predicts that for the individual stock, the PDR will be greater when 

the stock has accrued gains compared to when it has accrued losses. Measuring the difference between the 

two, a negative value indicates a result in line with the prediction. Similar to the findings in hypothesis II, 

the result for hypothesis III points in the direction of the prediction but do not provide complete evidence 

for it. Panels A, B and C report a negative mean difference which supports the hypothesis . Panel B in 

particular presents strong evidence for the hypothesis with a mean difference of -0,5662 which is 

significantly lower than 0 at the 1% level. However, the mean difference in panels A and C is rather small 

and the t-statistics show that they are not significantly lower than 1. The low significance is not surprising 

though. When pairing the winning and losing ex-days, one criteria is that the dividend amount must be the 

same for the two, which excludes a substantial amount of the initial observations.  

 

 

Notes: This table presents the results for hypothesis III. The table reports the mean and median difference of paired 

values of PDR, where each pair refers to one ex-dividend day with a negative AHPR (loser) and another ex-dividend 

day with a positive AHPR (winner) of the same stock. Losing and winning ex-days of the same stock are paired on the 

basis of equal dividend amount and time proximity. T-statistics are presented from testing whether the mean difference 

is equal to its hypothesized value (PDR = 0). The ex-days have been matched after trimming the top and bottom 2,5 

percentiles of the initial PDR sample.  

 

 

 

Table 11

Mean and median difference of PDR between losing and winning ex-days

Panel A: Mean and median difference of PDR between losing and winning ex-days for AHPR 30

Mean Median t-stat N

Paired ex-days diff -0,0486 -0,05200 -0,37 33

Panel B: Mean and median difference of PDR between losing and winning ex-days for AHPR 90

Mean Median t-stat N

Paired ex-days diff -0,5662 -0,1844 -3,93 31

Panel C: Mean and median difference of PDR between losing and winning ex-days for AHPR 180

Mean Median t-stat N

Paired ex-days diff -0,0141 -0,0985 -0,09 24

Panel D: Mean and median difference of PDR between losing and winning ex-days for AHPR 360

Mean Median t-stat N

Paired ex-days diff 0,0032 -0,0842 0,03 33

Loser PDR - Winner PDR

Loser PDR - Winner PDR

Loser PDR - Winner PDR

Loser PDR - Winner PDR
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 Integrative analysis 

5.5.1 The relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect 

Miller and Modigliani (1961) state that the stock price decline should be proportionate to the size of the 

dividend per share and, assuming perfect capital markets, shareholders should be indifferent between 

making profit through dividends or capital gains. In line with earlier empirical research, this study finds the 

stock price drop to be less than the dividend amount. This observation is significant at the 1% level and, 

thus, the prevalence of a dividend ex-day effect can be established.  

 

The degree to which the anomaly can be derived from the disposition effect is difficult to determine. 

However, it is possible to examine how the empirical evidence conform to the inferences of the disposition 

effect. In the disposition effect, Shefrin and Statman (1985) combine the inferences from prospect theory 

and mental accounting to conclude that 1) investors will catalogue stocks into separate accounts, 2) each 

account will have an individual reference price based on the stock’s buying price, and 3) in each account 

investors will be risk-seeking over losses and risk-averse over gains. Such trading behaviour is predicted to 

influence the dividend ex-day effect since the reluctance (eagerness) to sell losing (winning) stocks will 

restrain (accelerate) the price drop on the ex-day. Thus, if the disposition effect is pervasive in the trading 

behaviour of OMXS investors, winning stocks will display a higher PDR than losing stocks and there will 

be a positive relationship between the PDR and AHPR.  

 

The findings in this study are mainly in line with what could be expected if the disposition effect indeed 

was pervasive in the investor trading behaviour: First, there is a substantial difference in the PDR of stocks 

with accrued gains compared to those with accrued losses. Second, there are indications of a positive 

relationship between the performance and the subsequent PDR of a stock. Lastly, for the same stock, the 

PDR seems to be greater in times when the stock has had a positive return compared to when it has had a 

negative return. 

 

However, it should be clearly stated that no evidence are found for the disposition effect being the only 

variable affecting the dividend ex-day effect. Rather, the results indicate the contrary. Consider the fact that 

the mean PDR is significantly less than one for both losing and winning stocks. In theory, the active selling 

by holders of winning stocks will accelerate the price drop on the ex-day. Thus, if the disposition effect is 

the only variable affecting the ex-day price drop, the PDR for winning stocks should be above one.  

5.5.2 Connecting to Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) 

As previously mentioned, this study is not a pure replication of Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). 

Nevertheless, a comparison is of interest since Efhtymiou and Leledakis (2014) is the only similar study 

conducted and represents the research frontier on the subject. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) state that 

the obtained results are consistent over all holding periods but that only the results for the 90-day holding 
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period are presented. Thus, that is the only time period which can be used when comparing to the results of 

this study. 

 

First, a word on the pre-requisites. The trimmed sample in this study consist of 790 observations compared 

to 25 686 in Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). The years studied differs as well. Efthymiou and Leledakis 

(2014) investigate the period from 1st February 2001 to 31st December 2008, notably the period starts at the 

end of one financial crisis and ends with the beginning of another. No similar crisis has occurred during the 

2013-2017 period investigated in this study.  

 

In hypothesis I, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) find a mean difference in the PDR between the two groups 

of winning and losing stocks of -0,348. This is a greater value compared to what was found in any of the 

assumed holding periods in this study. Nevertheless, the studies are equivalent in that both find the PDR to 

be considerably higher for winning stocks compared to losing stocks. Also, in both studies there are more 

stocks with accrued gains than with accrued losses. In the sample used by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) 

there are 58% winning stocks. In this study, the proportion of winners is higher and tends to increase with 

the assumed holding period: 67% for AHPR30, 78% for AHPR90, 80% for AHPR180 and 73% for AHPR360.  

 

Concerning hypothesis II, this study indicates a positive relationship between the PDR and the AHPR over 

the different terciles. However, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) find a more stable and monotonic increase 

in the PDR across the terciles. Also, for the tercile with the highest accrued gains, Efthymiou and Leledakis 

(2014) find a PDR even larger than one (1,008). Contrary to this study, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) do 

not find the positive relationship to fade out in the longer holding periods. Moving on to the regression 

analysis, this study finds the AHPR90 to have a coefficient of 0,0035. The coefficient is higher than what 

was found for the CGOH measurement used by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014). Since the AHPR and 

CGOH are not the same measurements, any comparison between the two should be made with caution. 

Nevertheless, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) find that the CGOH90 impacts the PDR by a factor between 

0,0017-0,0018. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) also find a positive relationship that is statistically 

significant for all holding periods, whereas only one holding period (AHPR90) shows a statistically 

significant result in this study.  

 

In hypothesis III, Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) found the difference to be -0,286 and significant at the 

1% level. In this study, AHPR90 shows a mean difference of -0,5662, which is significant at the 1% level. 

However, none of the other AHPRs show a significant result. In the context of acquiring statistically 

significant results, the large initial sample sized used by Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) make a vital 

difference. In both studies, the number of observations decreases substantially due to the criteria of the 

pairing process in hypothesis III. Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014), however, have 7893 observations 

remaining after the pairing, compared to approximately 30 for all holding periods in this study.  

 

To summarize, the findings in this study are in line with Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) to a large degree. 

However, the findings are not as definite and unequivocal. A possible reason for this could be the rather 
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substantial difference in sample size between the studies. Also, the differences in methodology is likely to 

have an impact to some extent.  

5.5.3 Addressing other explanatory hypotheses 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) selected the examination period 2001-2008 so as to eliminate a possible 

tax clientele effect—during this period dividends and capital gains were taxed equally. This is in line with 

equation (1) (Elton & Gruber, 1970), which implies that if taxes for dividends and capital gains are levelled, 

there will be no dividend ex-day effect. A similar assumption is made in this study. In Sweden 2018, these 

taxes are parallel at 30%. Also, the part of investments placed in ISK accounts is considered too 

insignificant to affect the ex-day stock price behaviour. This, in combination with the empirical findings of 

De Ridder and Sörensson (1995), Daunfeldt (2002) and Daunfeldt et al. (2009), leads the authors to dismiss 

the tax clientele hypothesis as an explanation for the dividend ex-day effect in Sweden. 

 

Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) continues to dismiss arbitrage or microstructure hypotheses since the 

results remain robust to several ex-day normal return specifications, adjusting for clusters along stock and 

time dimensions, different holding period length assumptions, and the use of opening instead of closing 

prices. These robustness tests are not performed in this study and, thus, no claims are made of dismissing 

other explanatory hypotheses than the tax clientele hypothesis.  

5.5.4 Practical implications of the results 

The findings in this study leads to a number of practical consequences for the rational investor. Consider 

an investor facing an investment-decision on the cum-day. Here, several strategies could be utilized to take 

advantage of the irrational stock price behaviour on the ex-day. By simply calculating the return for a stock, 

preferably 90 days before the ex-day, it is possible to determine if there is an opportunity to make abnormal 

returns. If the stock has had negative returns, the investor should buy the stock on the cum-day since the 

following PDR tends to be less than 1. Consequently, the investor will profit from the dividend but the 

subsequent capital loss will not be proportionate. Thus, resulting in positive unrealized returns. If the stock 

has performed well, the investor still has the opportunity to make some abnormal returns, although not as 

extensive since the subsequent PDR tends to be closer to 1.  
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 Conclusions 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the output from the analysis.  

 

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the 

disposition effect in the Swedish market. It addresses the fact that the dividend ex-day effect can be 

observed in the Swedish stock market but a satisfying explanation for its cause is yet to be provided. 

Secondary data of OMXS stocks during the 2013-2017 is gathered and, to fulfil the purpose, one sample t-

tests and regression analyses are performed.  

Statistically significant results confirm that there is a pervasive dividend ex-day effect in the OMXS where 

the stock price drops with a factor of 0,71 of the dividend amount. From here, it is found that there is a 

substantial difference in the price drop between stocks based on their performance: winning (losing) stocks 

display a wider (smaller) price drop on the ex-day. Although the price drop of a given stock does not seem 

to increase monotonically with its performance, indications of a positive relationship are found. In addition, 

regression analyses give further suggestions of this positive relationship. Remarkably, the positive 

relationship appears to level out as the holding period gets longer and is fully erased when the holding 

period approaches a year. This suggests that the disposition effect might be more suitable as an explanation 

for the dividend ex-day effect in the short-run compared to the long-run. Some evidence, although weak, 

suggest that for a specific stock, the price drop will be greater in times when the stock has had a positive 

return compared to when it has had a negative return. The findings are mainly in line with the previous 

research of Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014), although not being as definite. 

This study does not provide strong enough evidence to proclaim the disposition effect as the cause of the 

dividend ex-day effect. Nevertheless, indications of a positive relationship are found, suggesting that the 

disposition effect has some impact on the ex-day stock price behaviour. 
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 Discussion 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter provides a further discussion of aspects which are not directly related to the hypotheses.  

 

 Evaluation of the study 

This study has examined the relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect. The 

results indicate that the disposition effect has some impact on the ex-day price drop. The findings are in 

line with Efthymiou and Leledakis (2014) but are not as strong and conclusive. The difference between the 

studies could have several explanations. For example, different time periods and geographical areas are 

investigated. The large difference in sample size is likely to have some impact as well, especially in the 

task of obtaining statistically significant results. There are also differences in the methods used, where the 

AHPR is used instead of the CGOH. The CGOH measurement could be considered more statistically 

sophisticated since it accounts for stocks’ past prices and turnover ratios. However, the authors of this study 

maintain that the AHPR measurement is sufficient in approximating if the overall investor has accrued 

gains or losses on a given stock and can be rewardingly applied.  

Regarding the generalizability of this study, the authors do not consider it to be strictly confined to the 

Swedish market. Of course, it will be more applicable if the market in interest displays similar features as 

those of the Swedish market. Perhaps most importantly, the market should have equal tax rates for dividends 

and capital gains in order to neutralize the tax clientele hypothesis.   

 An unexpected finding: Myopic loss aversion 

Most empirical results are in line with the predictions and the hypotheses. However, hypothesis I shows 

that the difference in mean PDR between winning and losing stocks decreases from -0,134 (AHPR30) to -

0,039 (AHPR360). In addition, the results for hypothesis II show that the positive relationship between the 

PDR and the AHPR fades out as the holding period gets longer and is fully erased when the holding period 

approaches a year (AHPR360). Hence, investors seem to be more risk averse in the shorter holding periods. 

An unexpected finding is that these results conform to the concept of myopic loss aversion that Benartzi 

and Thaler (1995) used to explain the equity premium puzzle. 

Myopic loss aversion is, as the name indicates, the tendency for agents to be more loss averse in the short-

run compared to the long-run. Interestingly, the concept of myopic loss aversion, much like the disposition 

effect, builds on the concepts of loss aversion (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) and mental accounting (Thaler, 

1985). Benartzi and Thaler (1995) explains this by stating that myopic loss aversion is a combination of 

high sensitivity to losses and the tendency to frequently evaluate one’s wealth. It is found that investors 

have high utility in bonds for a period of eleven months for real returns, and thirteen months for nominal 

returns. After these periods, stocks appear to be the more attractive investment. Hence, investors prefer the 

less risky option (bonds) in the short-run but switches to more riskier alternatives (stocks) in the long-run. 
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Obviously, there is no single evaluation period that applies to every investor. However, Benartzi and Thaler 

(1995) argue that one year is indeed a natural evaluation period for investors to use, since most 

comprehensive mutual fund reports are published once a year.  

The results in this study suggests that the disposition effect might be more fit to explain the dividend ex-

day effect in the short-run compared to the long-run. This, in turn, could possibly be explained by investors 

behaving according to the concept of myopic loss aversion. In an even wider perspective, this relates to the 

discussion of the unexplored links between rational finance and behavioural finance as discussed by Brav, 

Heaton and Rosenberg (2004). Possibly, it could be that behavioural finance is adequate to explain investor 

behaviour in the short-run, while rational finance is more applicable in the long-run.  

 Ethical and social consequences  

A possible consequence of this study concerns the issue of information asymmetry. Information asymmetry 

refers to the situation where one party to an economic transaction possesses greater knowledge than the 

other party (Michael & Prince, 2014). In the context of the dividend ex-day effect, it is possible to see how 

larger institutions could exploit the findings in this study to take advantage of the irrational behaviour of 

individual investors.  

 

In Sweden today, laws such as (SFS 2007:529) Lag om värdepappersmarknaden place knowledge 

requirements on individual investors who wishes to trade in options or other advanced investment products. 

For stocks, however, there are no such requirements. A way to address the ethical consequences of this 

study could be to extend existing regulatory policies so that stocks are included in the list of investment 

instruments demanding knowledge requirements.  

 Further research 

Along the process of this study, the authors encountered several additional ideas which could further add 

to the literature around the dividend ex-day effect. Logically, it would be interesting to apply other proposed 

explanations for the dividend ex-day effect to the Swedish market; the tick-size hypothesis, the bid-ask 

bounce hypothesis and the short-term arbitrage and transaction cost hypothesis to name a few. Furthermore, 

it would be interesting to examine if the difference in dividend policies across countries affects the dividend 

ex-day effect. For example, in Sweden it is most common to pay dividends once a year, compared to the 

US where it is common practice to pay dividends several times a year. In addition, more niched 

investigations would serve a purpose as well. For example, if there is a difference in the dividend ex-day 

effect based on stocks’ beta-values; if risk aversion impacts the ex-day stock price behaviour, as this study 

suggests, the riskiness of a given stock would presumably have some impact as well. In connection to the 

results of this study, the degree to which the profitability of a stock affects the ex-day price drop could be 

investigated. Lastly, it would be interesting to further examine how the myopic loss aversion affects the 

relationship between the dividend ex-day effect and the disposition effect. Performing the tests on longer 

time periods, it would be possible to examine how the relationship develops over time, which would add 

valuable information to this issue.  
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Appendix 1

Panel A:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 30

AHPR 30 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4496 *** 0,4496 ***

(0,000) (0,000)

β 0,0644 0,0644

(0,468) (0,444)

Div yield (%) 0,0439 *** 0,0439

(0,000) (0,100)

Market Value 5,33E-07 5,33E-07 *

(0,334) (0,099)

EPS 0,0065 *** 0,0065 ***

(0,008) (0,002)

AHPR 30 (%) 0,0055 * 0,0055

(0,095) (0,118)

R square adj 0,0276 0,0338

Durbin-Watson 1,8460

Tolerance 0,9970

N 779 779

Panel B:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 90

AHPR 90 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4364 *** 0,4364 ***

(0,000) (0,000)

β 0,0545 0,0545

(0,540) (0,525)

Div yield (%) 0,0430 *** 0,0430

(0,000) (0,102)

Market Value 5,80E-07 5,80E-07 *

(0,294) (0,073)

EPS 0,0066 *** 0,0066 ***

(0,007) (0,002)

AHPR 90 (%) 0,0035 ** 0,0035 **

(0,036) (0,029)

R square adj 0,0296 0,0359

Durbin-Watson 1,846

Tolerance 0,994

N 778 778

Relationship between PDR and AHPR



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panel C:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 180

AHPR 180 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,4492 *** 0,4492 ***

(0,000) (0,000)

β 0,0607 0,0607

(0,497) (0,482)

Div yield (%) 0,0429 *** 0,0429

(0,000) (0,102)

Market Value 5,48E-07 5,48E-07 *

(0,323) (0,090)

EPS 0,0065 *** 0,0065 ***

(0,007) (0,002)

AHPR 180 (%) 0,0013 0,0013

(0,259) (0,322)

R square adj 0,4492 0,0315

Durbin-Watson 1,8450

Tolerance 0,9860

N 774 774

Panel D:  Relationship between PDR and AHPR 360

AHPR 360 OLS Robust

Intercept 0,3055 *** 0,3055 ***

(0,001) (0,005)

β 0,0668 0,0668

(0,448) (0,445)

Div yield (%) 0,0964 *** 0,0964 ***

(0,000) (0,000)

Market Value 3,94E-07 3,94E-07

(0,467) (0,207)

EPS 0,0061 ** 0,0061 ***

(0,010) (0,005)

AHPR 360 (%) 0,0005 0,0005

(0,445) (0,489)

R square adj 0,0421 0,0484

Durbin-Watson 1,8380

Tolerance 0,9600

N 759 759

Relationship between PDR and AHPR (continued)



 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2

Histogram for AHPR30

Appendix 3

Histogram for AHPR90



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Appendix 4

Histogram for AHPR180

Appendix 5

Histogram for AHPR360


